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Duisburg trimodal container
terminal

6.16.16.16.16.1 PPPPPort of Duisburgort of Duisburgort of Duisburgort of Duisburgort of Duisburg

The Port of Duisburg is located in the state of North Rhine Westphalia,
in the commercial and transportation centre of the Rhine/Ruhr region,
which is Europe’s largest industrial centre, with over 300,000 companies
from a wide range of industries operating in the area, including 200
transportation and logistics companies. In addition, the area boasts four
intermodal terminals and 330,000 sq.m. of warehousing area.

With inland waterways, railroad tracks and highways linking the port
with most parts of central and eastern Europe, the Port of Duisburg
positions itself as a strategic hinterland hub of major North Sea ports,
including Rotterdam and Antwerp.

Some 2000 river-going ocean vessels with a capacity of up to 4,500 DWT
enter the port each year. Direct sea connections exist between Duisburg
and more than 100 ports in the UK and Scandinavia, on the Iberian Peninsula,
in Western Africa, as well as on the Baltic and the Mediterranean. Lash services
provide regular links with the ports on the Eastern Seaboard and the Gulf
coast of the United States.1

6.26.26.26.26.2 Multi-faceted trimodal terminal strategyMulti-faceted trimodal terminal strategyMulti-faceted trimodal terminal strategyMulti-faceted trimodal terminal strategyMulti-faceted trimodal terminal strategy

In the 1990s the Port of Duisburg realized that with bulk cargo being
replaced by higher value general container cargo, it needed to redefine its
growth strategy. It therefore developed a plan to attract new services and
new cargo and to transform the port company into a transportation and
distribution hub serving central Europe. Growth markets identified
included container and coal importation operations and its strategies
included fostering business relationships with other major ports as a way
of attracting cargo flows.

1 Duisport, Port & Logistics Center, A magazine published by Duisberger Hafen
AG, December 2002.
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6.2.16.2.16.2.16.2.16.2.1 Site acquisitionSite acquisitionSite acquisitionSite acquisitionSite acquisition

To progress its goals the port embarked upon a highly entrepreneurial
journey, which began in 1998 with the purchase of a steel mill site in
Rheinhausen, which was made vacant by its closure by Krupp Steel. The
port then established the company called Logport for the purpose of
marketing the site.

6.2.26.2.26.2.26.2.26.2.2 Attracting other intermodal playersAttracting other intermodal playersAttracting other intermodal playersAttracting other intermodal playersAttracting other intermodal players

The first success in the development of the new infrastructure at the hub
was the decision by New Wave Logistics GmbH, a subsidiary of Japanese
shipping line NYK, to use the Logport location. New Wave Logistics
converted existing buildings into a new distribution centre and built a
new warehouse. Then P&O invested in the new business. Complementing
these early developments, backfilling operations were competed on 125
acres immediately adjacent to the container terminal and the combined
transportation railroad station.

Later, other intermodal service providers set up operations at the site,
increasing its capacity to fulfil its goals of attracting trade through other
ports and with regions outside its local catchment. One of these service
providers, Eurologistik GmbH, a company of the Hamburg Mackprang
Group, has built one of Europe’s largest warehouses with mobile racks on
the Logport site.

6.2.36.2.36.2.36.2.36.2.3 Collaborative relationships with other portsCollaborative relationships with other portsCollaborative relationships with other portsCollaborative relationships with other portsCollaborative relationships with other ports

The port’s networking strategy was progressed when it completed a
number of contracts with seaports not just in Europe but also in the
United States. For example, in December 1999, the ports of Duisburg and
Antwerp signed a memorandum of understanding; and shortly afterwards
the Duisburg Port company acquired an interest in a proposed new
container terminal in Antwerp. Agreements were also established between
Duisburg and EDM/Zeeland Seaports in the Netherlands, which were also
supported by the State of North-Rhine Westphalia and the Province of
Zeeland through an addendum. In late 2000, the port company established
a third relationship, this one with the Latvian Free Port of Ventpils, when
the two port organizations agreed to ‘strengthen ties’. In the United States,
agreements were reached with the ports of Memphis and Pittsburgh to
promote transportation between the two cities and the hub on the Rhine.

6.2.46.2.46.2.46.2.46.2.4 Development of infrastructureDevelopment of infrastructureDevelopment of infrastructureDevelopment of infrastructureDevelopment of infrastructure

Complementing Duisburg’s development of collaborative relationships
with other ports, at the end of 1999 the Government of the State of North-
Rhine Westphalia expressed its support for the collaboration between the
ports of Duisburg and Antwerp by planning the re-activation of the
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railroad line between the two cities. Early the next year both Gerhard
Schröder, the German Chancellor, and Wolfgang Clement, the Prime
Minister of North-Rhine Westphalia, attended a ceremony to celebrate an
agreement reached between Duisburger Hafen AG (the new name
adopted by the port company) and the P&O Group in Rheinhausen. The
British company agreed to operate the trimodal Duisburg Intermodal
Terminal (DIT). While both parties would build the new terminal,
Duisburger Hafen AG would construct the railroad through the
establishment of its own railroad company, Duisport Rail GmbH. The rail
company now offers railroad services over a distance of about 50
kilometres around Duisburg.

6.2.56.2.56.2.56.2.56.2.5 Attracting investorsAttracting investorsAttracting investorsAttracting investorsAttracting investors

In early 2001, the Rhenus group became the third investor in DIT. In May
2002, the consortium made up of the P&O Group, the Rhenus group of
Dortmund and Duisburger Hafen AG (the Port of Duisburg) formed the
Duisburg Intermodal Terminal GMbH. P&O and the Rhenus Group each
had a 37.5 per cent share in the new operation while Duisburger Hafen
AG had the remaining 25 per cent share. Strategically situated at the cross
border junction of the Rhine, Ruhr and Maas region, the 120,000 m2

trimodal container terminal opened in October of the same year.

In late 2002 the Dutch Heuvelmann Group became the fourth investor in
the DIT when it acquired a 5 per cent interest in the trimodal terminal
business from Duisburger Hafen AG, thus reducing this party’s
shareholding to 20 per cent.

According to the Duisportal news, Duisport’s web-based newsletter:

The Heuvelmann Group is in the shipping, sea and inland shipping
tonnage trade and company-owned and public port cargo transfer business
and is one of the most important barge operators in the Netherlands.2

Located at the heart of the Logport site, the terminal is a trimodal ship,
train and truck interface and serves as a hinterland hub of the sea ports
of Rotterdam and Antwerp as well as a number of other European ports
and regional centres. These ports need excellent links to their inland
customers as well as buffer storage capacity as they approach their own
capacity limits. The DIT terminal is today able to handle 200,000 TEU
(twenty-feet equivalent units) each year and can be extended to handle
400,000 TEU.

2 Ibid.
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Figure 6.1 The DIT terminal is able to handle 200,000 TEU (twenty-feet equivalent
units) each year and can be extended to handle 400,000 TEU.

The new trimodal terminal is equipped with two 55 tonnes gantry cranes,
four straddle carriers, a 330 m berth and four 750 m rail tracks with a
start up capacity of 200,000 TEU per year, which is expected to reach its
full capacity in three to four years, after which point the intention is to
expand the facility to handle 400,000 TEU.3

According to Erich Staake, the Port of Duisburg CEO, one of the benefits
of the terminal is that it will help to shift major quantities of freight from
the road networks to ships and trains.

In July 2003 the forthcoming opening of a new railroad terminal with six
tracks adjacent to the trimodal facilities was announced by the Federal
Minister of Transportation, Dr Manfred Stolpe, who lauded the
development of the country’s railroad system infrastructure as:

a model application of the German Federal Government’s strategy of shifting
cargo to the railroads which are more environmentally friendly than other
modes of transportation.

According to Erich Staake, the Chief Executive Officer of Duisburger
Hafen AG, the railroad terminal is essential to optimize the effectiveness
of the trimodal container terminal.

3 Anitra Green, Anglo/German intermodal consortium founded in Duisburg, by
Containerisation International Online, (www.ci-online, co.uk), accessed 30/05/03.
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Figure 6.2 The new trimodal terminal is equipped with two 55 tonnes gantry
cranes, four straddle carriers, a 330 m berth and four 750 m rail
tracks with a start up capacity of 200,000 TEU per year.

To complement the operational efficiencies at the trimodal container
terminal, a marshalling yard within the immediate vicinity of the railway
station and the terminal is also being reopened and upgraded. The facility
is to be used for receiving and dispatching Duisport railroad cargo for
Logport companies. In a deliberate attempt to maximize the area available
for logistics activities, and hence to reduce train handling and turnaround
times, there is no parking on the Logport site itself. Instead, marshalling
and classification operations are being transferred to the new railroad
station, which is expected to open in early 2004.

6.2.66.2.66.2.66.2.66.2.6 Supporting services and initiativesSupporting services and initiativesSupporting services and initiativesSupporting services and initiativesSupporting services and initiatives

It is not just Duisburg Port’s own investment in infrastructure that is
likely to support this port’s position as a European hub. To facilitate a
predicted 7-8 per cent per annum growth in worldwide container
transportation, the Netherlands Government is constructing the Betuwe
rail line. Twin tracks built exclusively for cargo trains moving over a
distance of 160 km will connect the Netherlands and Germany at
Zevennaar on the Dutch-German border.

From the perspective of Duisburg Port, it is also significant that the Dutch
and German Ministries of Transportation have developed two separate
treaties aimed at improving cargo and passenger railroad transportation
systems between the two countries. The first of these has resulted in a
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project to upgrade the Dutch track system for 200 km per hour high speed
trains, and an increase in the capacity of the German railroad section
serving traffic to the Netherlands.

With a second treaty, signed in 2002, the Federal Republic of Germany,
the State of North Rhine Westphalia and Deutsche Bahn signed an
agreement that will mean that a third track will be constructed on the
Betuwe line for 72 kilometres on the German side of the border. While
Duisburg Port would rather that the line were completed long before its
planned completion date of 2010, it nevertheless believes that the railway
infrastructure will give the export dependent North Rhine Westphalia
state in which Duisburg is located a more secure and efficient gateway
linkage with the Rotterdam, the European market and international cargo
networks.

Another company, Conliner, which develops and operates shuttle train
services for seaport hinterland traffic between the container ports of
Antwerp and Rotterdam, has recently initiated strategies for improving
connections between the German and European hinterland and the ports
on the western seaboard. As a key hub for these ports, Duisburg is hoping
to benefit from these improvements.

The co-location of the railway station and the trimodal container terminal
will not only give Duisburg access to trade moving in and out of
Rotterdam, Antwerp and Amsterdam, the new facilities will also connect
the Duisburg region with the ports of Hamburg and Zeebrugge, as well
as regions such as Ludwigshafen and Leuna. These connections will be
managed by Rail4chem, a private-sector railroad operator, which, in
conjunction with Duisport rail, will make Duisburg a hub in its national
and international railroad transportation network and the centre of its
regional operations.

Also contributing to Duisburg’s strategic position as a hub port was the
establishment of a Westphalia/Rhine shuttle service in early 2002. Barges
regularly transport containers via the Duisburg and Kresfeld multimodal
hubs to Rotterdam and Antwerp. The shuttle service handles cargo that
was previously transported directly by truck from the eastern part of the
Ruhr region to the North Sea ports. Not only is this shift to barges more
environmentally friendly, but it is also more cost effective, especially given
the introduction of a truck road toll in Germany in 2003. Canal barges
carry 54 TEU with containers stacked two-high, calling at several ports,
with Kresfeld and Duisburg serving as hubs, where the containers are
reloaded onto Rhine vessels.
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6.2.76.2.76.2.76.2.76.2.7 CustomersCustomersCustomersCustomersCustomers

One of the first customers to be attracted to the terminal and its rail
connections with major ports such as Rotterdam was the chemical group
Bayer. It reached agreement on a series of deals with the inland port’s
new rail company, Duisport Rail, to use the container shuttle run by
Hupac between Duisburg and Rotterdam. Initially, Duisport Rail is to
move freight from Bayer’s Krefeld-Uerdingen plant to Duisburg to connect
with the Hupac shuttle. Both services operate four days a week, moving
a number of rail cars from Rotterdam to the two Bayer factories.

When the train from Rotterdam has arrived at the DeCeTe terminal
in Duisburg, Duisport rail moves a number of cars to the two Bayer factories.
On the way back, the cars from the preceding day are taken to Duisburg
and connected to the train to Rotterdam in the early morning. This approach
makes sense to Bayer. Because of the firm schedule, the time required
for the service can be calculated exactly and the round trip is competitive
when compared with previous alternatives.4

Bayer has commented that the new rail link reduces transport costs and
gives a competitive turnaround time. In addition it is estimated that the
Bayer deal will result in at least 1,000 annual truck drives being replaced
by railroad shipments. Bayer and Duisport Rail are also planning a service
between Bayer’s Dormagen plant and Duisburg, at which point shuttle
frequency to Rotterdam will then increase to five or six per week.5

Early in 2003, the Duisburg Intermodal Terminal won interest from the
privately owned Belgian rail operator DLC (40 per cent owned by Swiss
intermodal operator Hupac) to run a shuttle direct from the port of
Antwerp to the Logport area of the Duisburg trimodal terminal, carrying
up to 90 TEU per trip. DLC’s leading customers are BMW in Bavaria and
the Mediterranean Shipping Company, which moves more than 1 m TEU
each year, and it is keen to attract other customers from the chemical
industry.6

Other customers to take advantage of the intermodal facilities at Duisburg
over the last year include the furniture manufacturer Ikea, which has
benefited from a railroad link that it established between its central
warehouse in Sweden and Duisburg in 2002.

4 Duisport, Port and Logistics Center, Magazine, December 2002.
5 Anitra Green, Rail connection deals boost Duisburg/Rotterdam shuttle,

Containerisation International Online (www.ci-online.co.uk) accessed 27 October
2003.

6 Anitra Green, Antwerp–Duisburg link to start operations next week,
Containerisation International Online (www.ci-online.co.uk).
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6.2.86.2.86.2.86.2.86.2.8 Impact on tradeImpact on tradeImpact on tradeImpact on tradeImpact on trade

By April 2003, the inland port operating group Duisport was expecting an
11 per cent volume increase at the Port of Duisburg on the previous year’s
trade of 360,000 TEU. While some of this was a consequence of the
expansion of facilities at the Port’s DeCeTe terminal and its Rhine-Ruhr
Terminal, part of the success is attributed to the trade moving through the
Duisburg Intermodal Terminal.

The DIT facility allowed the inland port operator to establish 15 new
international and domestic rail shuttles in 2002, including the new
Kombiverkehr and Conliner links between Rotterdam and Antwerp.7

From the perspective of one of the three shareholders, P&O Nedlloyd, its
use of DIT is the first step in creating an inland European logistics
network, based around a limited number of strategic hubs. It believes that
because DIT can handle a large volume of cargo in one location, it is
cutting costs of transporting import and export cargo between Duisburg
and the ports of Rotterdam and Antwerp. DIT’s terminal manager shares
this view by arguing that DIT will become a central point in the ‘gateway
concept’, transporting large volumes of containers from deep sea ports by
inland water and rail to the new terminal and redistributing them for
onward transport by road, water and rail.8

This aspiration was progressed in September of 2003 when European Rail
Shuttle (ERS) launched a new Rotterdam-Duisburg rail link. Co-owned by
P&O Nedlloyd and Maersk, ERS began the shuttle service with a five time
per week schedule to complement an existing five time a week shuttle to
Neuss, located on the west bank of the Rhine, south of Duisburg.

In late November, 2003, DIT strengthened its position as an important
intermodal hub when it attracted the secondary fuels company
Gesellschaft för Umweltdienste (GUD), which will barge about 8,000 TEU
per year from both Rotterdam (75 per cent) and Antwerp (25 per cent)
Ports to Duisburg, from where it will then be moved directly to GUD’s
planned plant by the intermodal terminal’s straddle carriers, thus avoiding
truck haulage for the company.9

7 Anitra Green, Duisburg expects to top 400,000TEU this year, Containerisation
International Online, (www.ci-online.co.uk) accessed 27 October 2003.

8 PONL: European gateway is ‘first step’ in inland network, Containerisation
International Online, (www.ci-online.co.uk), accessed 25 November 2003.

9 Harry de Wilt, DIT Duisburg and Logport land 8,000TEU customer, ci-online,
Wednesday, 26 November 2003.
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